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WMMARY 

Tests have been made to campare the rate of muing with ambient air of a 
single-sided cold air jet when flomng over straight and turved surfaces. The 
rate of mixmg, defined as the rate of entrainment of ambient air into the 
stream, ws.s determined in two ways: from direct measurement of the inorease of 
mass flow mside the jet and from the entrainment velocity derived from measure- 
ments of the static pressure close to the Jet baxdry. 

The experimental results, thagh showing considerable scatter, lend confum- 
ation to earlier deductlons that a centrifugal field increases the mixing rate. 
A typical increase In mixing rate is 5096. 

A theoretlcal analysis, developed from mixlng length concepts, shows that the 
increase in mxclng rate is approxmately proportlonal to the strength of the 
centrifugal field. The increase results from the eddles of au from the higher 
momentum stream being centnfuged through surrounding au of lower momentum. 

The experimental results are broadly in agreement wth the theory, 8s well 
as with prevzous expertmental work. 
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1. 1ntrcduct1on 

Investlgztxons at the N.G.T.E.1J2'3 have suggested that the centrifugal field 
assoclated with a turved flow path increases the mixmg rate between adjacent hot 
and co113 gas streams. Caille4, andmore recently Bradshaw & Gee5, have obtalned 
experImenta results for the mixing of a smgle-sided cold jet m st111 a1r and 
they,too, fina an increase in the mixing rate as a result of a centrifugal field. 
Such results cculd have applicatlon to certain regions of an aircraft propulsion 
system, where mixing rate 1s an important parameter In determlmng length and weight. 

As a first step towards obtaxiing a better understanting of the possible flow 
in an engine It was deculed to try to srmplify the problem. Consequently the mting 
of the cold jet in still au was selected for study in preference to mixing between 
hot and cold streams, on the assumption that the basx effect of the centrifugal field 
would be the same in both types of flow. The results from such a study shculd also 
be applicable to the "Coanda" type of flow obtained on an aircraft ting having either 
inJectlon boundary layer control or a jet flap. A theory for the cold jet was 
therefore developed from mixing length concepts for turbulent flow and a series of 
tests conducted to give a tomparison of the rate d muing for models of different 
configuratlons. 

Considerable difflcultles were experienced with tie test models partly due to 
sensltivlty of the auflow to upstream contitxons. In the originalbudd standard 
precautlons had been taken, but these proved Insufficient and special precautions 
were found to be necessary. Same of the diffxulties were due to tie small aspect 
ratlo, which resulted from the use of parts of an existing ng. 

There is a resemblance between the present type of flow and that in a gravit- 
ational field with density stratification. The latter flow has been consdered by 
Stakes, Tayl&, Goldstein7, Drasin and others, their primary cancern being tie 
stability of the laminar reglme. It has also been considered by Ellisan & Turnerv 
and others for turbulent flow. However, zn the gravitatlonal field It is essentially 
the density gradient which affects the stabillty and the rate of mxing. In the 
centrifugal field, on the other hand, it wculd seem to be primarlly the gradient of 
total pressure which is lmportant, altha& the density gradient may have an indrrect 
effect by altering the lotal totät pressure. A further differente in the problems 
is that the gravitatIona flelds considered have all had a stabilising gradient, 
whereas the present gradient is destabiluing. In addition, the present treatnent 
includes the tentative theoretical approach for the tirbulent flow. 

2. Theorv 

In mlting length theory a portion of the fluid - loosely referred to as an 
eddy - is supposed to have a transverse movement, L, tie to turbulente. The eddy 
carries mth It its inltial properbes such as longitudmät veloclty and these are 
imparted to the surrcundmg flow at 'che end of the transverse movement. Standard 
analysis for the resulting momentum exhange then sho;vs that the varIas mixing 
rates of the jet, for example the rate of spread of the cold jet In st.111 air or 
the rate of entrainment of the surrounting air inta the jet, are proportional to L'. 
The present analysis sims at fuxding the lncrease m tie transverse movement L 
resultlng from the differential centnfugal action on tie eddy; the increase in 
rate of spred, etc., is then reaally deduced. Pihlle the derIvatlon of the theory 
holds for when there is an external flum, the simplest tonfiguration is that with 
a single jet in st111 air; the jet is twc-dimensuxKl and ane-sided., the formation 
with and withat the centrifugät field belng Illustrated in Fi@re 1. 
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For pure circular motion, as in a free vortex, there is a radial, 
or transverse , pressure gradient given by 

ap/ay = puaK . . . . (1) 

where p is the static pressure, u is the flow velocity and p the density; 
K is the f'lav path ourvature and y the distanoe measured perpendicular to 

the flow. The curvature of the flow is therefore related to the transverse 
pressure gradient by 

K = (aP/aY)/p"a . . . . (2) 

Equabon (2) is assumed to be applicable in the present conf'lguration, the 
various quantities bang taken as mean vdues at any point. 

Consider nav the mixing region betreen two streams having velocities 
UI sna. IJZ as in Flgure 2, tie stream Ui of greater velocity being 
nearer the nall (whioh, in the case of the turved wall, is shown developed 
in this Figure). The velocity of an outward moring eddy exceeds that of 
the surrounding flow as it has come fran a region of higher velocity; the 
differente 1s indicated by 6u in Figure 2. However, its denslty is the 
same as that of the surrourding fluid, and it is in the same pressure gre- 
dient. Consequently, from Equation (2), th e curvature of its f'low path 
wil$ be less than that of the surrarding fluid. The higher velocity 
eddy is therefore being differentially centrifuged through the fluid. It 
is an estimate of this effect which is required. 

Suppose that the mean flow psth curvature for the eddy is Ke, suffix e 
denoting tie eddy, and suppose thatthe longitudinal distence travelled 
by the eddy during Its transverse movement is d. Then, by differential 
geometry, or, more crudely, from Figure 3, the differente in flow psth 
ourvatures Will give the eddy a transverse movement relative to the rest 
of the fluid - addltlonal to tie basic transverse movement L - of 

Y-Ye = &d”X(1 - K,/K) . . . . (3) 

The derivatzon of Equatlan (3) has ignored the inclined direciaon of tie 
path of the eddy during its transverse motion as the effects of this 
inclination appear 'co cancel hen .a mean is taken over both the atward 
and the inward moving eddies. From Equatlons (2) and (3), 

Y - 'e = hi~K(l - ("/",)a) . . . . (4) 

u and. u being tie longitudinal velocities of the surroundmg flow and of 
the eddy,erespectively , at the middle of the transverse movem+nt. Putting 

u = u + S" e . . . . (5) 

where Su/u is supposed small, Equatlon (4) gives 

Y -Ye * aa K SU/U 
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If the increase in the original trsnsverse movement L is LE, 

LE = Y-Ye 

and, from Equatlon (6), 

E = d%&/LU . . . . (7) 

From Flgure 2 the value of Su at the middle of the mwement is 

6u = +L(l + E)(-aU/ayr . . . . (8) 

Hence, from Equation (7), E is given by 

E/(l + El = (a%/2u)(-au/~y) . . . . (9) 

It follows that if the rstio-of the mixing length in turved floa to 'chat 
in straight flw is denoted L, 

L = 1 + E = IAI - (a"K/2u)(-au/ay)] . . . . (10) 

It remains only to deterrmne d. 

In the mixing between two straight fluvs tie motion of an eddy has 8 mean 
inclination, say 0, to tie directxon of the surrunding streams, gIven by 

tsn 8 = L/d . . . . (Il) 

Als0 if v' is the mean trsnsverse velocity af the eddy during its movemnt 

tan Q = v'/u . . . . (12) 

Xenoe a = uIJv’ . . . . (13) 

Now v' as just defmned is the mean transverse component of turbulent velo- 
city during snd due to the movement, while the corresponding meen longitu- 
dinal caponent, u', is just SL 1 c?u/ay 1, as for Equation (8). Further- 
more, there is experxwntsl evtience that the root mean square turbulent 
velocity oomponents terid to be about equäl in mnq turbulent flcms - for 
example see Table II of Reference 10 - and so It mil be assumed tittbe 
present components v' and u' are equal. Hence 

v' = u' = ZL l day I . . . . (Id 

Thus, from Equatlon (13) 

d = 24 au/ay 1 . . . . (15) 
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The further assumption 1s nw mede thst the eddy moves transversely, before 
being brcught to relative rest by the surrourding fluid, for the same length of' 
time in ourved flow as zn straight flow; oonsequently the len@ d is also 
the same in the two flows. Substitution into Equation (10) then gives 

?i = I~{I - ZUK/(-au/ay)] . . . . (16) 

Equaixon (16) indicates the increase in the transverse movemxt at av 
position on the velocity profile. 

In order to fina the effeot for the whole mixing region a mean value is 
required for the quantity u/(au/ay) across the ve1oo.i.Q profile. Sinte the 
mixing in the "tads" of the velocity profile shown in Figure 2 is probably 
not important '&? profile is assumed for the present purpose to be equivalent 
to & linear,profile of width 2b/j, the required mean value being taken as 

h/(-au/a~)&,~~~ = &(U, + ‘J,)/t(U, - U,)/$bj . . . . (17) 

= tb(Ui + U,)/(Ui - U,) 

The value of z for the whole mixing region then beoomss 

L = l/ll -;(b/r)(U, + U,)/(U, - U,)] . . (18) 

where r is the radius of curvature of tie mean flow path in the mixing 
regmn. For a jet in still air U, = 0 and 

x = l/(l - ;b/r) . . . . (lya) 

= 1 +;b/=+;(b/r)a + . . . . . . . . (lyb) 

Because of the crudity of the assumptlons - in partiouler the negleot af 
the drag foroes on the eddy untll the end of the movement - Equatlon (lga) 
should really oontain a coefficient of i 

r 
trance. As an example of the 

result in its present form Equation (lya gives that for, b/r =$, 
L = 1.20 and hence tie increase in rate of spred af tie jetwauld be 
44%. 

The preceding analysis examines the effeot of tie centrifugal field 
on the mixing rate at the lotal chordwise statlon. Now, as pointer3 out 
by Caille4, an inorease in mixing rate at ene chordwise statlon would 
cause an inoreese turbulente leve1 that would be expected to persist for 
same distance downstream, so that the subsequent mixing rate would also be 
increased. No analysis, however, has been sttempted for this effect. 

3. Experimental Work 

3.1 Test apparatus 

The apparatus, illustrated in Pigures 4 to 8 oonsisted of a cirou- 
lar duat of 4 in. diameter leading to a 6+ in. x 4 in. rectangular section 
and a two-dimensional oontractlon of area ratio 4.65/1; tie latter formed 
a nozzle 0.86 in. deep and 66 in. span to whioh various perspex test sec- 
tioris nere attached. Initially, in order to obtain a uniform velocity 
distfibution at the nozzle outlet, two wire gauses 13' 30 mesh, 32 s.w.g. 
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(nominally two dynamit heds loss ) and two honeycombs were fitted in the 
reotangular section upstream of the contract~on. During preliminary 
testing it mas found necessary to adel a third gause and a third honeyoomb, 
these being plaoed in the circular ductmng. Trop wires of 0.025,in. clia- 
meter were placed on the two main surfaces of ti contraction, 18 in. 
upstream from the nozzle outlet for tie proflled surfax and 3% in. for 
the flat surface, in an attempt to fix the transition point of the baxdary 
layer and thus to reder the flå less sensitive to externät conditions. 
Air for the rig was supplied by a Lysholm oompressor, capable of operation 
at 2.7/1 pressure ratio. 

The perspex models, or test satlons, consisted essentiätly of 
either strmght or convex test surfaces. Side walls havlng a faired 
entry were fitted in order to red.uce the outside Interference and to 
obtain uniform spanwlse entrainment of the surrourding air. Flve 
different models were used. 

Configuratlon A - 24 in. strai&t model 

Configuratiön B - 4 in. radius model 

Configuratlon C - 6 in. radius model 

Configuratlon D - 6 in. straight an? 4 in. radius malel 

Configurat~on E - 6 in. straight and 6 in. radlus model 

Cross-seotlonal sketches .sre shown in Figure 5. 

3.2 Instrumentation 
. 

3.2.1 Measurem?nts iriside the jet stream 

The test surfaces of the models were drilled for static pressure 
tappings and to permlt traversin k for total and static pressures. The 
total pressure probe, macle of 1~ mm hypodermic tubing with a 1 in. long 
hed, hsd its entry lip internally bevelled In an endesvour to re&oe sen- 
sitivity to incidente. The static pressure was measured with a probe 
having B 1.9 In. hed and a nose cone of 10' included angle. Feur 
0.010 in. diameter holes equätly spacecl circumferentially 1 In. from the 
sten permitted the static and total pressures to be measured at the same 
positions. A depth micrometer traverslng hed, whxh oould be positioned 
easlly at almost any plaoe on tie test surface, allowed either prcbe to be 
traversed in increments of thcxxandths of an inch. Figure 6 sh~s the 
traversing hed and total pressure probe fltted on tie 24 in. straight 
model. The pressures were recorded on a slngle limb water manometer. 

3.2.2 Measurements outside the jet 

The static pressure outside the jet was measured by a flat stream- 
lined probe attached to a Ain. diameter shaft. The probe shape was 
chosen 'co offer mlnxmum resistance to the entrained air parsllel to the 
shaft whde not belng over-sensitive to eddies of air from tie man jet. 
A 0.04.o m. diameter hole drdled on each side of the probe transmitted 
the static pressure to a Beta manometer cspsble of an accuraoy of 0.05 mm 
of water. In conjunctlonwith the measurement of the statlo pressure, a 
smoke generator11 and streamlined probe (see Figures 7 and 8) supplied a. 
thin filament of paraffin vapour for tramng the streamlines'of the 
entrained ar. The secondary floa effects and the boundary of the jet 
were Investigated by tufts. 
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3.3 Principät tests ad analysis 

The experimental xnvestigation proved to be moTe difficult than 
expected. Initially the analysis was based upon the clivergence angle of 
the jet, o$m~e stridly, upon db/dx, where b represerits the width of 
the mxing reson at a distame x from tie nozele, measured along the 
mean line of the mixing regron. An increase in the value of db/dx for a 
turved jet as campared with the vslue for a straight jet should indicate 
an increase in mixing rate. However, due 'co the behaviour of the boun- 
dary layer, whlch thickened very rapidly in the pressure rise at tie end 
of the tum in the turved models, it was impossible to differentiate 
between the increase in db/dx resulting from more rapid mixing and the 
increase caused by the pressurs rise actxng upon the boundary layer. 
Also b was not readily determined accurately as the edge of jet was not 
well deflned. Therefore this metbod of analysis was abandoned. 

The second metbod of analysis was based upon the rate of increase 
of mass flcw in the jet, i.e., dQ/dx, the mass flm being computed from 
pit& and statx pressure traverses x~sxle the jet stream at mzd-span. 
This type of analysls requires good spanw~e uniformity in order that the 
traverses at the mid-spsn shall represent the whole flow. Now any sllght 
non-uniformity in the jet at tie begimng of the tum terids to be magni- 
fi!?d in tie destabilxsmg centrifugal field; for example, a slight span- 
w1se variation m thickness wc~ld rssult in 8 lower static pressure in the 
thicker parts of.the jet than at the thinner, so that secondaryflow would 
occur accentuating the differente in thxkness. Considerable difficul- 
ties were experienced due to this sensitivity to the upstream conditions. 
A satlsfactory flcw was eventually obtained by adding the third gause and 
the third. honeycomb, by removing a ri&t-angled bend III the supply du&- 
ing, by changlng to a control valve at 69 diameters upstream from the 
nozzle outlet m place of one at 39 diameters, and by very careful align- 
ment of the rig and perspex models. The change in the control pasltion 
resulted in a quieter jet as well as an improved mass flow distributlon. 

The procedure adoptecl on each model was to carry out a set of tra- 
verses checking the spanwlse uniformity of the flu#, prior to making the 
main traverses at nid-span. The traverses for ohecklng spannise unifor- 
mity were made at seven equally spaced positions 19 in. from the nozzle 
outlet in 'rhe case of the 2l+ in. straight model (configuratlon A) and at 
the positlan corresponding to a 45' angle turn in the other medels. The 
main traverses, i.e., at mGi spaq were then made at 2 in. interväls on 
thz straight model and at 15' intervsls on ths turved mdels, with the 
exception of medels of coxfiguralzon B and D, where the 75' angle position 
was omitted due to mechanical difficulties in traversing. The velocity 
head of the Jet at tie mnlet to the models was kept constant at 13 
ko.05 In. of water, corresponding to 238 '0.5 ft/s. 

Figure 9(a) shows three typical pitot traverses at nid-span for the 
24 in. straight model. The 2 in. posltlon traverse shows the jet to con- 
sist of a mainstream of constant total pressure, together with a mixing 
zone and a thin boundary lqer. The 9 in. and 19 in. traverses show 
fully devdoped profiles. In all instances the pressurss Pt registered 
by the pitot tubes are slightly below atmospheric on the veryedge of the 
jet oaing to tie 90' incidente between the entrained air an3 tie tube. 
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The boLndsries deternuning the widti b of the mixing region were taken 
arbitrarlly to lie where the measured total pressure Pt was atmospheric, 
and where it was a maximum. For each model the lme passing through the 
middle of the mixing reeon was establishsd and distances measured along 
it frcnn the nozzle to each traverse statlon. Distances along this uean 
line are apprecisbly larger than distances measured around tie surfaces of 
the turved models and must, therefore, be used In preference to surface 
distence when assessing miting rates. The measured distances x are used 
in the non-drmensionäi form x/h, where h, the nozzle height, is a para- 
meter to vdxxh all other variables could be related. 

The wss flow passing through the jet stream per unit span was 
obtained at each chordwise statlon by the integration of tie velocity pro- 
file derived from the pitot and static traverses and then plotted against 
x/h. A typical specimen is shown in Flgure lO(aj, the mass flm being in 
the non-dimensional form e = Q/$; QN is the nominal mass flå per unlt 
span at the nozzle cutlet, i.e., $ = pU#, +pUi being the gauge total 
pressure upstream of the contractlon. 
polrit (Fimre 10(b)) is 

The gradlent of tie curve at any 

G aQ h p"en "en 
-= -- = -=- 
dx/h ax PU# p"N uN 

u en belng the velocity whlch the entrained air would requlre were it to 
pass normätly across the mean mixmg line. When the gradient. is &vided 
by the velocity ratio Up/UN (Fqure Il(a)), Up being the peak velocity 
at a given chordwise statlon, it gives the ratlo of the entrained to tie 
lotal peak velocity, u /U (Flgure Il(b)). 
the 6 In. radlus modelTncogfiguratlon C, 

The corresponding results for 
whlch has been seleoted as sn 

example of the curved models, are shown In Figures 12 to 14. It vr111 be 
seen later (Figure 16) that the ourvature effects appear scmewhat exaggeF 
ated in configuratlon C. 

The velocity ratlo u e$Jp, =.e., the ratio of tie entrainment velo- 
city to the lccal pesk velocity, may be taken as representative of the 
miting rate of each jet. Ordinardy, for a jet in st111 air, the 
entrainment to peak velocity ratio is In the region of 1/25, i.e., 0.04. 
The present results for the one-sded straight jet ars in reasonable 
agreement with this value , giving u /U = 0.036 (Figure Il(b)). On the 
other hand for +he ourved jets typi% 'values are 0.05 to 0.06, e.g., see 
Bi 
Gf" 

re 14(b), thus lndicating an increase m mixing rate of the order of 
5 o as a result of the centrIfuga field. 

Before msklng the detailed oomparison between the straiat and 
ourved flows another feature of the flow requires mentlon. It Will have 
been noticed from Figure Il(b) that the ratio u $l 
stant - as for a pure jet in still air - but th& d t! 

is initially con- 
creases tith distance 

along the jet. The decrease 1s attributed to the damplng effect of the 
end Walls on tie turbulente when the depth of the mting region beccmes 
camparable with the span of the model. For exa 

" 
le, at x/h = 16, where 

the entrainment velocity ratio has decreased 1 , the depth of the 
mixing re@on has lncreased to about a third of the span. Any given 
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result for tie turved models must therefore be compared with the result 
for the strai&t model taken at an equal depth, b, for tie mixmg region - 
in order to ensure that tie effects of the side wslls in dsmping tie tur- 
bulence has the ssme magnitde in both instances. The analysis 1s also 
limIted to 45’ of tum, as the secondary flow in the boundary layer appeared 
appreclable at greater angles and would cause variation aoross the span. 

The results are shown in ccanparison with the theory of Sectlon 2 
in Fxgure 15, where the square root of the ratio of the murmg rates =n 
the turved flows to that in tie stralght floz is plotted aga;Lnst b/R, R 
being a quantlty defmed below. Slnce, in mixmg len& theory, the 
mixing rate is propo&onsl to the square of the eddy mixing length L, the 
ordinate represerits L, the ratio of the mixmg lengas in the turved and 
straight flcws. The distance R whxh appeans in tie abscissa is the 
nearest practioal equivalent to the radius of curvature of the mean miting 
lene, tiich in a "Coanda" type fl<nr is difflcult to determine accurately. 
B is actually the distance from the mean mlting lene to the centre of 
curvaturs of the solid surface. The dashed lines represerit the experi- 
ment just descnbed. The scatter is large as the results represerit a 
tangent, or d3Yferentlatlon, of the experunentäl curve Co mass flcm 
against dmtance. 

In order to reduce the scatter 'che lccsl differentiatlons have been 
replaced by a mean value for each medel; the corresponding results are 
shcnvn in Figure 16. Agreement wlth the theory is seen to be quite 
reasonable; the scatter is still considerable, however, and 1s probably 
attrlbutable to tie rather difficult czcumstances of the mass flw 
measurement. A suggested range of uncerta;Lnty in the experiment is shm. 

Because of the difficulties in the analysis based on mass flow 8 
third metbod of analysis was introkced. This attempted a direot 
measurement of the entronment velocity by using a sensitive Betz mano- 
meter to messure tie static pressure near tie edge of the jet. The 
method shculd thus be independent of secondary flcm within the jet. The 
jet velocity head was increased to 4-6 ko.05 In. of water, equivalent to 
44.8 20.25 ft/s, 1x2 order to facllltate ti measurement. It was fcund, 
however, that dase to 'rhe edge of' the jet no reliable reatings of static 
pressure could be obtained. It w&s therefore decicled to messure the 
static pressure same distance away from the jet, and to deduce tie 
entrsinment veloclty closer to the jetby tracing stresdines using the 
smoke generator and probe. The metbod then comprised the marking of two 
bands on one of the side Walls of the model, the first band a few lnches 
away from the jet bcundaxy and the other as nzar as possible to the edge 
of tie jet. The band farthest from the jet, i.e., band 'B', was marked in 
1 in. lntervals and the mid-span static pressure obtained with the special 
probe at the centre of each interval. The streamlines at mid-span were 
traoed successivdy from tie polrits marked on band B to the inner band A, 
where the lntersections were marked and measured - care belng taken to 
avoid parallax. The streamllnes so obtaned nere extrapolated to the 
mean mixing lene and, by application of ths condltion for contlnuity, the 
equivalent entrainment velocity at tie mean mixing line cälculated. A 
preliminary check on one of the turved models shcwed that if a third band, 
C, were placed cutside B, tie static pressures measured on B and C nere in 
fatt consistent with the streamllnes traced between B and C and continuity 
in the flow. 
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Figure 17 shows the position of tie two bands and the paths of 
stresmlmnes on the 24 in. straight model. The corresponding readings of 
tie Betz manometer, together with tie distance measurements, are presented 
in Fipre 18(a) and, when combinedwith tie curve for tie velocity ratlo 

yr4v * resented in Figure Il(a), give the ratio of entraiwd to peak 
velocity as in Fiwre 18(b). The corresponding results for ene d the 
turved models, oonfiguration C, are shown in Fmres 19 and 20. Compari- 
sm between the turved and straight models for tie same mixing depth b 
gave ths lines In Figure 15. The soatter is seen to have been improved 
for confi@rat.lans B and C but not for D and E. When the average for each 
model is plotted m Figure 16 it falls quite close to tie theoretical line. 

The metbod of analysis just describgd was applied in the turved 
models enly up to an angle of tum of 75 , as at greater angles difficulties 
nere experxnced m determining the edge CrF the jet and tie paths of' the 
stresml1nes. 

Though the results showAn m Fiere 16 indicate on the tiole a 
reasonable agreement betaeen the two main methds of experimental analysis, 
tie graphs of the velocity ratio u 

ep* 
shcw a discrepancy. At the small 

values of x/h, i.e., close to the nozsle outlet, the results obtained by 
tie two metbods agree well, but as x/h increases the velues diverge - 
e.g. oompare Figures Il(b) and 18(b) or 14(b) and 20(b). The metbod 
based on mass flow terids to give a deorease in thz velocity ratio wdh 
inorease In distance from the nozsle outlet - supposedly for the reason 
mentioned earlier - whereas tie metbod based on measurement of the exter- 
nal statx pressure shws an increase. Same experimental work was oarrled 
out to try to deterrmne the reason for the discrepanoy, butwithout 
success. An addit1onal phenomenon to be noted here is that when the con- 
tro1 valve at 39 diameters upstresm from the nozzle atlet w*s used to set 
the test conditlan.9, Insted of the ene at 69 diameters as for the main 
tests, the jet mixing was noisier and about 1% more rapid. 

When comparing tie velwity ratio uen/Up between straight and 
turved flow it is not clear whetier tie peak velocity Up shadd. be the 
actual velocity, i.e., calculated from the total pressure taking inta 
sccount the depresslon of the static pressurs belcw atmospheric, ar 
whether it shouldbe an equivslent velocity calculated assurning the static 
pressurs to be eqsl to atmospheric. Consequently a variation was made 
onthe mass flow metbod of analysis calculating the peakvelocity assuming 
the statlc pressure to be atmospheric. The value of L becsme ab& $ 
higher than before for the same value af the parameter b/R, for all the 
models. 

4. Gompanson mth prev1ous work 

An attempt has been made to anslyse the results of Caille4 and of 
Bradshaw & Gee5 for tomparison with the present experimental results and 
theory. 
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As explained by Bradshaw & Cee, measurements at the edge of the jet 
were very uncertain. Their wn analysis used the parameter 6o.s , 
i.e., the width of the jet from tie wall to the point where the velocity 
equalled half the lcoal peak velocity, as well as 6j, the boundary layer 
thickness. Gomparison of their straight walled jet wth their C0and.a jet 
gives that the rate of thickening d(So.s - Sj)/dx for the ourved flow is 
1.20 times that for tie straight - giving x = 1.10 and the 

'i 
oint plotted 

in Rigure 16 of 'che present paper. In deducmg d(So.s - Sj /dx for the 
turved flcar the distance x has been amasured along the mean mixing line, 
as for the present paper, and the analysis has been confined tothe length 
of turved wall having constant static presure. The agreement with the 
results of the present paper is satisfactory. It should be pointecl out, 
hcwever, that tie bandary layer has an even greater mcrease in its rate 
of thickening, d6j/dx, than has so.s in Bradshaw and Cee's experiment, and 

it is not clear how this shculd affect the interpretation. Amongst other 
factors the bcuniar layer-can be considered to have a small negative 
value for b/R, so that L wa:ldbe predicted by the present theory to 
be slightly less than unity. However the turbulente on one side of the 
point of peak velocity could well affect the rate of thickening of tie 
flow on the other side, so that no finn conclusions can be drawn. Had 
the tomparison beenbased on dS,.,/dx, agreenent 1~1th the present theory 
would be almost exa&. 

CaillePs paper is concerned mth the general result that the mixing 
rate is greater in a Coanda flo+ than in straight flcw and. quotes little 
in the way-of detailed experimentalresults or details of apparatus. A 
value for L deduced from Caille's paper is shown in Figure 16, but should 
be regarded as tentative. 

It can be stated that there IS qualitative agreement between present 
results and those previously published, but information isnot suffioiently 
precise to justify a firm conclusion. 

5. Conoluslons 

(1) The theoretioal and experimental results lena confirmstion 
to earlier deductions that a centrifugal field inoreases tie 
anting rate of a jet in still air. 
mixing rate is abc-t 5%. 

A typicäl inorease in 

(2) The experimental results, th~gh showing a considerable 
scatter, gave broad agreement wzth the theory. 

(3) Theory indicates that tie increase in the mixing rate is 
approximately proportion& to the ratio b/r, where b 
represents the width of the mixing region and r the radius 
of curvature of the mean flå path. 

(4) An analysis based upon the divergente angle of the jet was 
not satisfactory; ene difficulty arose in differentisting 
between the mnorease in angle due to mixing and. that result- 
mg from a pressure rn.se acting upon the boundary layer, and 
another in the lack of precision in determining the edge of 
the jet. 

(5) The jet flow was very sensitive to the upstream conditions 
and, on the present metbods of analysis, great oare was 
required in the aerodynamic refinement of the mg. A 
larger aspect ratlo would probably have given more accurate 
results. 
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List of Symbols 

b total width cf the miting region 

d distance travelled. by the eddy along the jet, dunng its transverse 
movement 

h height of the nozsle 

L transverse movement of the eddy in strsi&t flcw 

L(1 + E) transverse movement of the e&3y in curved fla7 

L ratio of the Lransverse movement In curved flm tothst in strai&t 
flav, i.e., L = 1 + s 

P static pressure 

Q mass flm per unit spsn 

QN nominal mass flow per unit span at the noesle outlet based on 
the mainstresm total pressure and atmospherio static pressure 

5 relative mass flow, i.e., a = uQN 

r radius of curvature of tie mean flw path in the mixing region 

B radius from the centre of curvatwe of the test surface tothe 
mean mixing line 

u lwal velocity inthe direction of the jet 

u en velocity af the surrourding air when being entrained mto the jet 

Il', v' turbulent components of velocity parsllel and perpendicular to 
the diretbon of the jet, expressed as a mean for the trans- 
verse moveuent, and resultlng from the movement; (u' = bu) 

uN velocity m the mainstresm at the noazle outlet, were the statio 
pressure atmospheric 

Utor U 
P 

pesk vela:ity of the Jet 

UZ velocity of the surrounding flow parallel to the jet 

x dutance from nozsle outlet along tie mean m&ingline 

Y distance measured across tke jet 
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Y displacernent inwards from reference tangent lme as a result 0f 
the curvature 

6u mean velocIty differente between the eddy and the surrcunding 
fluid, in the direction of the jet 

K curvature of the flow path 

P fluid density 

e mean directlon of motion of tie eddy during its transverse 
movement, relative to the directlon of the strean. 

Suffix 

e refers to an eddy 
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A.R.C. C.P. No. 607, June 1962. 532.529.3 
Stratford, B. S., Jawor, Z. M. and Goleswwthy, G. T. 

THE MIXINGWITH AMBIENT AIR OF A COLD AIRSTREAM 
INA CENTRIFUGAL FIELD 

Tests have been made to caanpere the rate of mixing with 
ambxnt air of a slngle-sided cold air jet when flowmg 
over straight and turved surfaces. The rate of mixing, 
defined as tk rate of entrainment of ambient B;L~ inta 
the stresm, vas determiIk?d in two ways: from direot 
measurement of the increase of mass flow iriside the jet 
and from the entrainment veloclty derived from measure- 
ments of the statx pressure close to the jet boundary. 

The experimental results, thcu& showing oonsid- 
erable soatter, lend confimtlon to earlier deductians 
that a certrifugd f'ield increases the mimng rak. A 
tvoical increase in mixux rate 1s 50%. 

A.R.C. C.P. No. 687, June 1962. 532.529.3 
Stratford, B. S., Jawor, Z. M. and Golesworthy, G. T. 

THE YIXING TAIM AMBII!NT AIR OF A COLD AIRSTREAM 
IN A CFNTRIFUGAL FIELD 

Tests have been made to campare the rate of mixing 
with ambient air of a sin&-sided cold air Jet when flmRmg 
over strsight and turved surfaces. The rate of rmxing, 
defined as the rate of entrainment of ambient air into 
the stresm, was determined m two ways: from aireot 
measurement of the increase of mass flow iriside the jet 
and from the entralnment veloclty derived from measure- 
ments of the statio pressurs close to the jet boundary. 

The experimental resulk?., though shmng oonsid- 
erable soatter, lend coxfYrmatlon ta earlier deductions 
that a centrifugal field increases the ting rate. A 
typical Inorease in mixing rate is 5@i 

A.R.C. c.P. NO. 687, June 1962. 532.529.3 
Stratfard, B. S., Jawor, Z. M. and Golesworthy, G. T. 

THE MMINGWIIM AMBIENT AIR OFA COLDAIRSTREAM 
IN A CmTRIFuGAL FIELD 

Tests bave been made to oompare the rate of mixing with 
ambient air of a slngle-sided oold au Jet whsn flodng 
over stralght and turved surfaces. The rate of mixlng, 
defined as the rate of entrainment of ambient air uto 
ths stream, was determlned in two ways: from direct 
measurement of ths inorease of mass flow Iriside the Jet 
and from the entramnmmt velocIty derlved from measure- 
ments of' the statlc pressure close to the Jet boundary. 

The experimental results, tha& showing oonsd- 
erable scatter, lena confirmatlon to earlier deductlons 
that a centrifugal fleld Increases the minng rate. A 
typxal Increase in mixing rate is 5%. 

A.R.C. C.P. No. 687, June 1962. 532.529.3 
Stratford, B. S., Jaaror, Z. M. and Golesworthy, G. T. 

THEMIXINGWTH AKBIENl' m OFA COLDAIRSTREAh! 
IN A Cl!XiTRIEVGAL FIELD 

Tests have been made to campare the rate of mixing 
with ambient air of a single-sdxl cold au jet wkn flowing 
over stral&t and turved surfaces. The rate of mixing, 
defined as the rate of entrainment of ambient air into 
the stream, was determlned in two ways: from direot 
measurement of the increase of mass flow iriside the jet 
and from the entrainment veloclty derived from measure- 
ments of the statx pressure close to the jet boundary. 

The experimental results, thcu& shcmlng consid- 
erable scatter, led confirmatlon to earller deductlons 
that s centrlfugal fleld increases the mixing rate. A 
typics.l Increase in mixing rate is 50%. 



A thewetical analysis, developed from mixing 
length conoepts, shows that the increase in mixing rate 
is approximately proport~onal to the strength of the cen- 
trifugal field. The increase results from tie eddies of 
air from the higher mamentum stream being centrifugal 
through surrounding air of lomer momentum. 

The experimental results are broadly in agreement 
with the theory, as well as with previas experimental 
work. 

l A theoretioal analysis, developed fr<mn mixing 
~ length concepts, shcms thatthe increase in mizdng rate 

is apnroxunately propartzonåL to the strength of the cen- 
trifugal field. The increase results from the eddies of 
air from the higher momentum stream being centrifigal 
through surraxding air of lower momentum. 

The experimental results are broadly in agreement 
with the themy, as well as wrth previous experimental 
wmk. 

A theoreticd analysis, developed from mixing 
length concepts, shows that the increase in rmxing rate 
is approximstely proportional to the strength of the cen- 
trifugal field. The increase results from the eddies of 
air frcm tie higher momentum stresm being centrifugal 
throu& surrounding air tif lower momentum. 

The experimental results are broadly in agreement 
with the theory, as well as with previous elq,erimentd 
nork. 

A theoreticät analysis, developed from mixing 
length concepts, shows that the increase In mting rate 
is spproximately proportional the the strength 'of the cen- 
trifugal field. The increase results from the eddies of 
air from the higher momentum stresm belng centrifugal 
through surrcunding air of lower momentum. 

The experimentät results are broadly in agreement 
with the theory, as wellas with previcus experimental 
work. 
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